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Note: This is the bound book only and does not include access to the Enhanced Pearson eText. To
order the Enhanced Pearson eText packaged with a bound book, use ISBN 0133385841. Â Sue
Bredekamp, one of the foremost authorities in the field of early childhood education, is author of
Effective Practices in Early Childhood Education: Building a Foundation, now in its Second Edition.
At its core, this intriguing text provides the building blocks for understanding effective practices in
early childhood education.Â Building upon the Developmentally Appropriate Practice framework
that she conceptualized, Sue Bredekamp shows how effective teaching practices can make a
difference in the lives of young children.Â Written with a clear and engaging presentation, the
author designed the book to prepare a new generation of early childhood professionals by
remaining keenly focused on the three core themes threaded throughout: intentional teaching,
challenging and interesting curriculum, and evidence-based, effective practices for a new
generation of early childhood educators. The Enhanced Pearson eText features embedded video.
Â Improve mastery and retention with the Enhanced Pearson eText* The Enhanced Pearson
eText provides a rich, interactive learning environment designed to improve student mastery of
content. The Enhanced Pearson eText is:

Engaging.Â The new interactive, multimedia learning

features were developed by the authors and other subject-matter experts to deepen and enrich the
learning experience. Convenient.Â Enjoy instant online access from your computer or download
the Pearson eText App to read on or offline on your iPadÂ® and AndroidÂ® tablet.*
Affordable.Â TheÂ Enhanced PearsonÂ eText may be purchased stand-alone or with a loose-leaf
version of the text for 40-65% less than a print bound book.

* The Enhanced eText features are

only available in the Pearson eText format. They are not available in third-party eTexts or
downloads. *The Pearson eText App is available on Google Play and in the App Store. It requires
Android OS 3.1-4, a 7â€• or 10â€• tablet, or iPad iOS 5.0 or later. Â
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This book was required for childcare class EDU 119 (NC). After contacting the professor I found out
that the online disk that comes with this book was not necessary so the $7 book (instead of $92 in
the bookstore) was a real steal.

This is a wonderful book. If you're truly concerned about how your daycare workers and preschool
teachers care for their young charges, you've got to read this book. Anyone can run a daycare
center where the children are fed, kept clean, and housed in a safe environment. This book explains
how to ensure that the children can learn, grow, and flourish in a positive manner while they are in
the care of your center staff.

I recived my book on time for my class but when I opened it the hard cover came off the pages it
seems that I wasn't glued correctly. I can't afford to send it back because I need it for class other
than that the pages are fine

Fast delivery. The content explain in short subject early child hood development, the why, how and
where of this growing fast education program. A book to keep in your home library for future
references on education subjects!

The book is okay but it did not come with the access code for the website, so i had to pay for that
seperately. I purchased this book NEW and it should had come with the access code, but it did not.
The book was received as used when it was listed as for new.

This was a great find! My school bookstore had encountered an issue and did not have any books
available with the MyEd Lab. With this price, I was worried that the MyEd Lab might be pre-used
and I'd still have to buy an access code. I was so pleased that it was new as advertised! It was
delivered precisely on time as well!This was a lifesaver! Thanks so much!

The textbook came in time. It has a lot of useful material, including photos, pictures, and diagrams.
Chapters are large, so you might need extra time to plan reading it. The book was in the good
condition, and I'm planning to keep it.

The only reason I didn't give it a 5 is because I paid more for shipping and it seemed to take just as
long as if I hadn't. Other than that I will be ordering other items from . This was just the 1st.
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